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The world's most widely adopted safety code, the National Electrical Code (NEC) is now advancing

electrical safety requirements with the 2008 edition in an effort to maximize public safety,

emergency preparation, and electrical worker protection. With regulations for electrical wiring and

equipment in virtually all types of buildings, this new edition responds to industry needs with

expanded requirements based on research, new technologies, and recent events. A must-have for

anyone involved in electrical design, installation, inspection, and safety, this edition has been

updated for enhanced usability in the field, making it ideal for handling on-the-job electrical

situations safely and effectively. Delmar, a part of Cengage Learning is pleased to make this

authoritative reference from the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) available directly from

us, for the convenience of our customers who work in and around the electrical trades. It may be

used independently, or as a companion to any electrical book, including Delmar's best-selling wiring

series, as well as our guides to using the NEC.
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The web-based 'key' only lets you install the CD to your hard drive twice. Most of us have a desktop

at home and one in the office, plus a laptop for the field. They know this. We need three downloads

plus three more for when we upgrade our computer hardware or rebuilkd after a crash. The

publisher's tactic is a crime. This will end the era of using any NFPA code materials on my



computers, its back to hard copy.  NEEDS TO STATE THIS TWO-INSTALL LIMITATION IN THIS

WEBSITE AD TO PROTECT US. We have no other way to know what we are really buying.

The book itself is fine. However, we had problems getting complete copies. Short story, we got

several shipments with binders only, no filler. Replacements came in the same condition. Whoever

boxed them for shipment didn't pay attention that it was for "books," not binders only. Third time

wasn't the charm, we had the backorders cancelled. Regardless of who was "at fault," it created a

lot of extra steps to try to resolve the problem. If you order this item, pay attention to what is shipped

- don't let it sit for a while before checking the box(es). Again, book "good," packaging "bad."

The paperback version of the NEC code book works well as an office reference manual and is an

economical alternative to the pre-tabbed binder edition. Although, I would highly recommend

purchasing the tabs to install on this paperback edition in order to cut down on time-consuming

searches.

As a veteran of two ICC code exam certifications I am pretty good navigating the NEC. It is wordy,

redundant in places, and sometimes not easy to get a straight answer. Yet it is still the clearest of all

electrical code manuals I've seen(and I've seen alot of them) What alot of laymen don't realize is

that for the most part local code supercedes the NEC so this book is not always the final word for a

homeowner doing some electrical work. However, anybody with a little electrical background should

be able to use the NEC to get their project going the right way. I would still recommend calling in an

inspector anywhere you are unsure. Most of the electrical I do now is basement and garage

remodels so I don't need to use the code book much anymore, but I prefer a spiral bound book

because they are much easier to lay flat(obviously)While sometimes the book reads like a newbe to

English wrote it, this is still a valuable tool to both the pro and homeowner.

This book series is a record of the big bang in the history of power electronics: the general

state-space averaging method for modeling switching converters, the topological expansion

methods as illustrated through the invention of the Cuk converter, and the design methodology

encompassing topology, magnetics, and modeling. Dr. Middlebook and Dr. CukÃ¢Â€Â™s work was

the gravitational force attracted me to the field of high frequency switching power electronics during

my study Zhejiang University in 80s. I was very fortunate to have the opportunity to study power

electronics with these giants at Caltech afterwards. It is inspirational for research and resourceful for



practical design. I highly recommend it.

Got to have it as an Electronics Technician. It's gotten easier and easier to identify the sections and

know how to use it for what it should have been intended for i.e. a reference book rather than a

bible.

I needed this book for one of my college classes.The bookstore had "sold out"of the books

quickly,and I found exactly what I needed for books on .com.Fast service too,as I got this book prior

to the first class.

This book is a must for those who may be going for their apprentice license or maybe even for

Master Electrician. This is a great study guide and reference book for all electricians, even low

voltage technicians.
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